
S.A.F.E. NEIGHBORHOODS TRAINING
Module 2: The Basics



FOREWORD
“Module 2: The Basics” is an introduction to the S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Disaster Response
Plan in Salt Lake City, Utah. This PDF slide-show version is designed to be experienced by
individuals in a COVID type environment, but it can and has been given in a group settings.
A 7.0 earthquake is the primary mass catastrophic event envisioned herein. In our locality,
that disaster’s threat level is such that one could occur at any time. Yearly Utah practices
earthquake response during the spring Great Utah Shakeout exercise. However, protocols
taught herein are also applicable for other disasters.

Module 2 additionally introduces the Ambassadors Program of S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods
Plan. Ambassadors are individuals that have taken considerable training in the program
and volunteer as able to teach others in their locality. They teach and liaison between their
communities, their elementary school, with local Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster
groups (VOADs), and with their jurisdiction’s Emergency Management before and during a
disaster. Local, neighborhood Ambassadors are vital to the success of our disaster response
because they prepare their communities for a disaster .

Module 1 addresses personal and family preparedness topics and is not a pre-requisite to
understanding the concepts in Module 2 – the Basics. However, your personal and family
preparedness are fundamental to successful any disaster response.

S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods training involves many components. Questions you may have
during this module will likely be answered in later slides in the module, in future modules
or in the subsequent drills and exercises held with your local Ambassador.

Please share this PDF with your neighbors at home and at work.

T. Mike & Susan Smith, Ambassadors-At-Large, Crossroads Amateur Radio Club                                                 

John Flynt, Preparedness Coordinator, Salt Lake City Emergency Management   Nov. 2019                



S.A.F.E. NEIGHBORHOODS
S.A.F.E. is short for -- Schools Aid Families in Emergencies

The S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Plan is:

• A disaster-preparedness plan developed in Salt Lake City then 
adopted by Salt Lake County in September 2017

• It is based on the principle of neighbors helping neighbors

• It provides organizational guidance for local spontaneous 
volunteer response

• It coordinates in advance with elementary schools for partial use 
of the schools as Neighborhood Hubs after a mass catastrophic 
event



• Public elementary schools in the Salt Lake City School District are 
some of the most earthquake-resistant buildings we have.

• Many residents know the location of the public elementary school 
closest to them, making these public buildings natural response hubs.

• In a disaster, household reunification is a high priority. We want  
students back with parents and parents back with their children ASAP, 

especially our youngest children.

• Portions of Emergency Management’s transportation and resource 
distributions plan utilizes these schools because they are natural 
hubs.  

• Middle, junior high and high schools have additional  capabilities and 

would be available as other resources to our Emergency Managers
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WHY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS?



CONSIDER THE DEFINITION OF 
“DISASTER”

“. . . a serious disruption
occurring over a relatively short period of time

that causes widespread
human, material, economic or environmental loss

which exceeds the ability of the affected community    
or society to cope

on a timely basis using its own resources.”

Wikipedia definition: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disaster

Disasters are catastrophic, life-changing events



Agencies and usual first responders, such as

police, fire and emergency medical services,

are able to coordinate and manage

BIG EMERGENCIES.

Sometimes they request assistance from other

Communities, state services or volunteer groups.
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CONSIDER THE DEFINITION OF 
“BIG EMERGENCIES”



Remember the 1983 Utah Floods
Response Was Coordinated By Our Agencies

City Creek in Salt Lake City, Utah Became the State Street River
Photo by Tom Smart, Deseret News, 1983

Article by Mark L. Reece, Deseret News,  2011
https://www.deseretnews.com/top/142/15/State-Street-river-

Salt-Lake-flood-of-1983.html

Here an army of volunteers was managed to reroute City Creek down State Street.



• Overwhelm agencies and usual first responders

• Typical disasters include large
– Earthquakes, Hurricanes, Tornadoes, Etc.

• Unfortunately, disasters can occur all to frequently

• Neighbors become spontaneous volunteer responders

DISASTERS



Recall the 1989 OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
MAGNITUDE 6.9 EARTHQUAKE?

Collapsed Cypress Street Viaduct
Approach to the Bay Bridge, Oakland, California

USGS Public Domain (not dated): 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1989_Loma_Prieta_earthquake#/med

ia/File:Cypress_collapsed.jpg 

People were helping people before the first responders arrived



DISATERS LIKE HURRICAN KATRINA
Overwhelm and Devastate More So than Big 

Emergencies

Photo by Vincent LaForet-Pool/Getty Images
https://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/new-orleans-lost-

city-teary-gov-orders-full-scale-evacua-article-1.571309

Triggering S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Respones



IS IT AN EMERGENCY, BIG EMERGENCY 
OR DISASTER?

Each situation differs in size and scope. Those involved often do 
not know the size and scope.  They respond as able, learning 

details as they go.

Emergency missing person issues are typically handled by agencies who 
often ask the public for information, and extra eyes and ears help.  (an 
emergency)

Something like a tanker fire on a freeway threatens more people very 
quickly, but is handled directly by agencies.  (a big emergency)

A 7.0 earthquake in the Salt Lake Valley would be a true disaster 
addressed by overwhelmed agencies and spontaneously activating 
volunteers.  Events of this scale trigger the S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods (SN) 
Plan.  Do you presently know that plan?  (a disaster)

.

.



A better plan is to prepare virtually everyone to become a spontaneous
volunteer using  S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods training.

In a large disaster, it may be days before a given neighborhood sees any 
agency presence.  That is why we are asked to have at least a 96 hr. kit and 

practice S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods protocols.

SPONTANEOUS VOLUNTEERS

Spontaneous volunteers are individuals within the local area
who step up to assist after an emergency or  disaster.

Designating volunteer leaders in advance for disaster response is not
the best plan, as many such individuals

may not be immediately available when disaster strikes.



Who is involved in

S.A.F.E. NEIGHBORHOODS

before a disaster?



BEFORE A DISASTER

EVERYONE SHOULD

Be Informed *   Build a Kit

Make a Plan * et InvolvedGet Involved

These four activities are hallmarks of those who pursue  preparedness.

You will see this basic advice often given by or Emergency Managers



THE  S.A.F.E. NEIGHBORHOODS

TRAINING PROGRAM
CONSISTS OF:

Module 1     Personal & Family Preparedness

Module 2 S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Basics

Module 3     Street & Block Preparedness

Module 4     Connecting with Your School via a
S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Ambassador

Module 5     Practicing with Your School via an Ambassador

Module 6     Amateur Radio Emergency Communications

And Other supplementary field activities & forums as offered



• C.E.R.T. Training
– “Community Emergency Response Team” training is a 

national program FEMA integral to the S.A.F.E. 
Neighborhoods Plan.  It offers

– Small fire suppression
– Light Search and Rescue
– Disaster medical training
– Leadership and organization skills, etc.

• Amateur (Ham) Radio FCC Licensing
• Critical radio communications skills regularly used in 

disaster, emergency and public service responses

• First Aid – through such entities as the Red Cross

• Shelter Management – through the Red Cross

• Etc.

OTHER WAYS TO PREPARE INCLUDE



• Organizing your street & block groups serves many purposes
- like having neighborhood fun, better crime prevention,
ready mutual help and disaster preparedness

• Prepared neighbors helping neighbors involves
- Having maps of your streets & blocks. The city provides some.

You might want to simplify  & update them.
- Having search and report forms coordinating with those maps
- Having local calling trees
- Having supplies
- Creating strategic rally points coordinating multiple streets
- Forming response plans tailored to your neighborhood

STREET & BLOCK ORGANIZATION*

* Module 3  Street/Block Organization



The S.A.F.E. NEIGHBORHOODS

AMBASSADORS PROGRAM Seeks

• Individuals interested in neighborhood preparedness *

• To educate & train neighbors before a disaster so as to create 
better spontaneous volunteers after a disaster strikes

• Effective street and block response that can include multiple 
street rally point that managed by a single elementary school 
hub 

• A highly effective neighborhood and city response that has 
many well-trained volunteers  working through their Hubs to 
tap the additional assistance available through the city’s 
Emergency Operations Center

*Goals:  Two or more Ambassadors per school 
& a well-trained volunteer response



Neighborhood 
AMBASSADORS

Are COORDINATORS
BEFORE A DISASTER

AMBASSADORS
CITY

EMERGENCY 
MANAGERS

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

NEIGHBORS*

* “Neighbors” include residents, businesses,

faith-based groups, street/block groups and more.



Disaster Strikes!
Now what?



KEEP YOUR COOL & IMPLEMENT 
YOUR PLAN

• Provide for yourself and your family  (Module 1)

• Coordinate with your street or block group (Modules 2 & 3)

– Activate
– Assess
– Assist
– Report

• Volunteer when and where you can (Modules 4 & 5)

– At the Street/Block level
– At the Rally Point level
– At the Hub level

• Other Commitments
– Achieving family reunification ASAP
– Ham radio operators activating & communicating (Module 6)

– Hospital workers, and other high priority workers connecting  
with their work important tasks

– Etc.



• Check in with your Street/Block Group*
even if you are going elsewhere report your status

• Street & Block Groups report to a rally point 

and/or hub

• Take your 96-hour kit if you go to a rally point or the 

hub, in case you stay unexpectedly long (e.g., a bad  
aftershocks could delay you)

REPORT YOUR STATUS & ACTIVATE

* Your usual street/block leader may not be available after a disaster.  

Anyone could become the leader.  You and other neighbors should 

have maps and typical search report forms in your kits so that 

coordinated CERT & S.A.F.E. response ASAP.



• Walking to school has a time  and place in the S.A.F.E. 

Neighborhoods response process, so act reasonably

• Assess your situation first:
– Are those I am with in acceptable condition, enabling me to leave them? 

– Do I have habitable space, shelter and supplies where I’m located? (That 
is, “shelter in place,” if possible.*)

– Are there options for displaced people nearer to my location than the 
school hub,  such as neighbors’ homes, community centers, churches, 
parks, businesses  or other organizations? 

– Have I coordinated with my current Street or Block leader?

– Are the rally points being established?

– Is the Hub now being established?

• 96-hour kits for everyone, including pets, office, auto
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DO YOU Immediately
“GRAB YOUR KIT, WALK TO SCHOOL”?

* Elementary schools do not have facilities or supplies for traditional sheltering.  
The hub is a resource for coordinating shelter, food, and other resources in the 
neighborhoods.



• Volunteers at street, block, local rally points are needed
– Conduct CERT search & rescue, medical aid, fire suppression, etc.

– Organize resources and people

– Report to and help staff their hubs

– Requests assistance from & through the hub as needed

• Volunteers at the hub are needed
– Staff hub leadership and support roles

– Coordinate teams from the hub to assist the neighborhood

– Ambassadors are not necessarily pre-designated volunteer leaders after
a disaster

– Prior Practice is very useful
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NEIGHBORS HELPING NEIGHBORS
IN AN ORGANIZED WAY IS FUNDAMENTAL 



*  Module 3   Street/Block Organization

TEAM SEARCH & REPORT*

• Is about people helping people
– Determining who is present

– Where they are at

– What their condition is

– What the critical needs are

– Who is willing to help others

• IS about recording & reporting hazards & property situations
– Utilities

– Roads

– Buildings and property

– Locations of resources (e.g., shelter, food)

• IS about addressing needs in a practiced way
– Using proper fire suppression, search & rescue, medical CERT activities

– Gathering needed Hub, EM, & Public information

– Having critical communications among yourselves & with SLC EM 

– Obtaining security and safety in your neighborhood



ASSESS USING YOUR MAPS
AND SEARCH & REPORT FORMS

Your street/block group develops a map and search report form before a disaster.

Everyone should have copies in their 96-hr kits!

YOUR STREET/BLOCK MAP LEARN MORE  ABOUT SEARCH & REPORT IN MODULE 3
Your Street/Block Map See Module 3 and an Ambassador to learn about this form.



• After a catastrophic disaster, spontaneous neighborhood 
volunteer leaders establish a hub at the school.

• Procedures and locations in and around the school for establishing a 
hub should be coordinated between Ambassadors and the school in 
advance, including what to do if school is not in session.

• If school is in session, the staff will be busy with the children and school 
operations, not managing the hub and probably not having a great deal 
of space for hub operations.  Previous practices become very important.

• Only mass catastrophic events warrant establishing a hub, unless 
directed otherwise by emergency managers.

• Other hubs may be designated by emergency managers at other 
locations in your area (e.g., university and business campuses).

NEIGHBORHOOD HUBS*

* Module 4   Connect With Your School 



NEIGHOBRHOOD COORDINATION
AFTER A DISASTER

Keys upon the Hub -- not the Ambassador

HUBS
CITY

EMERGENCY 
MANAGERS

NEIGHBORS*

• Neighbors = residents, businesses, visitors and more!
• Ambassadors are not necessarily pre-designated volunteer 

leaders after a disaster.

STREET /BLOCK GROUPS
& RALLY POINTS



If you help at the hub, 
take your 96-hour, CERT, and communications kits : 

Personal care and comfort kit
CERT Search and rescue & Med. kit

Communications kit, etc.

BYOK:
BRING YOUR OWN KIT(S)

Do not expect supplies to be available at your hub.
Traditional shelter items will NOT be stored there. 



JUST-IN-TIME KITS

• JIT Kits include documents and guidance for 
hub leadership and operations
– To establish coordination among the volunteers

– To function as a resource for the neighborhood

– To communicate with City emergency managers

• JIT Kits have been placed at most public elementary 
schools in Salt Lake County.

• Window clings or posters on or near the front doors 
identify the locations of the JIT Kits in the schools.



INSIDE
THE

JIT KIT



SOME JIT KIT MAPS & 
DOCUMENTS

Modules 4 & 5





COMMUNICATIONS

• Various communications tools will be coordinated at the hub.

• Ham radio will provide primary communications with the City EOC* 
when usual modes of communication are down.

• Hams (amateur radio operators) should coordinate before a disaster 
through their local ,EOC designatea, amateur radio  club** and train 
with their neighborhoods.  Salt Lake City’s is Crossroads ARC.

• After a disaster, hams take their own equipment to their schools, 
coordinate with the Hub Managers and set up, as directed.

* EOC   Emergency Operations Center

** Salt Lake Crossroads Amateur Radio Club coordinates 

with Salt Lake City Emergency Management.



• Establish communications with neighborhood hubs

• Identify neighborhoods with the greatest needs

• Establish transportation routes among hubs

• Send resources to hubs, as soon as possible
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OBJECTIVES OF

CITY EMERGENCY MANAGERS
AFTER A DISASTER



DONATIONS TO THE HUB

If you have items to donate to your hub

after a catastrophic event

*** CHECK FIRST WITH THE HUB ***

to see if they need or have room for such items,
as well as the staff to sort and distribute donations.

They might re-direct resources to other areas.



LET’S 
CONCLUDE



S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods

depends on the

WHOLE COMMUNITY
approach!
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Personal      Family      Work      Government      Red Cross

Amateur Radio      CERT      Medical Reserve Corps (MRC)

Volunteers in Police Service (VIPS)        Citizen Corps

Volunteer Organizations Active in Disasters (VOAD)

Community Groups       Businesses       Schools

Faith-based Groups       Elected Officials       Opinion Leaders

Residents       Visitors



BEFORE A DISASTER

Be Informed  *   Build a Kit

Make a Plan  * et InvolvedGet Involved

Get Others Involved!



Module 1     Personal & Family Preparedness

Module 2 S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Basics

Module 3     Street & Block Preparedness

Field or Table-top Training on Maps, Assessments & Reporting 

Module 4     Connect with Your School via an Ambassador

Field or Table-top Training on setting up a Hub in the school yard

Module 5     Practice with Your School via an Ambassador

Field Training operating a Hub in a big exercise

Module 6     Amateur Radio Emergency Communications

S.A.F.E. NEIGHBORHOODS TRAINING

For You & Your Groups



BECOME A
S.A.F.E. NEIGHBORHOODS

Local 
AMBASSADOR
Contact John Flynt, Preparedness Coordinator

Salt Lake City Office of Emergency Management

john.flynt@slcgov.com



WWW.SAFESLC.COM

WWW.BEREADYSLC.COM

WWW.SLCARC.ORG

Ver. 2019_11_08 ssSLC

FOR MORE INFORMATION


